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12 September 2007   

Treasury Report: Firm Decisions on the Location of Economic Activity  

Executive Summary 

1. Minister Mallard and Minister Goff are meeting with officials from New Zealand Trade 
and Enterprise (NZTE) and Treasury at 11.30am on Thursday 13 September to discuss 
the study commissioned by NZTE on Successful Models for New Zealand Export 
Businesses. NZTE have reported to Minister Mallard and Minister Goff on the main 
findings of the study (R/07-08/215 refers). 

 
2. This report provides information on the main themes raised in a related study 

commissioned by Treasury on Firm Decisions on the Location of Economic Activity as 
a background for this discussion. Treasury will provide you with further advice on the 
suggested policy responses in this study within the next week. This forthcoming 
Treasury report is part of Treasury’s broader work stream on exports and international 
connections. 

Analysis 

Background 
 
3. Treasury commissioned Firecone and Zusammen1 to interview a selection of New 

Zealand firms that earn a relatively high proportion of their total revenue from exports 
or offshore operations to obtain qualitative information about why some firms decide to 
relocate part of their operations offshore, and what, if any, Government actions might 
have changed those decisions. We expect that the report of the study will be finalised 
by 14 September 2007. 

 
4. This report provides a summary of key themes raised by firms in the study.  Treasury 

will provide Ministers with further advice on the suggested policy responses identified 
by the study within the next week. 

 
Major themes from the interviews 
 
Development of strategic relationships 
 
5. Most firms saw the development of offshore strategic partnerships, through repeat 

business, joint ventures and foreign ownership, as important to increase their growth 
prospects.  The strategic relationships provided: 

 
• access to sales, marketing and distribution channels; 
• access to a larger customer base; 
• credibility; and  

                                                 
1 Firecone Limited is an economics, finance, and business consultancy, based in Melbourne and 
Wellington.  Its clients include prominent Australian companies, Australian regulatory authorities, and 
government agencies.  The consultant for this project was Mr Andrew Sweet. 
Zusammen Investments Limited is a business and economics consultancy.  Mr Murray Nash is the 
Principal.  Mr Nash is a New Zealand national.  He has considerable business, finance, and risk 
management experience.  In 2005 he was appointed Chief Executive of Hawke's Bay Inc. which is the 
regional body for economic development in Hawke's Bay.  He previously held senior positions in 
leading risk management companies in the USA. 
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• capital.   
 
6. Firms generally considered New Zealand venture capitalists as failing to provide the 

same level and quality of strategic benefits as offshore investors. 
 
Specialisation and economies of scale 
 
7. All firms interviewed outsourced their manufacturing to at least some degree.  Foreign 

manufacturers were seen to be lower cost, higher quality, and to provide specialist 
skills, and greater flexibility to adjust production levels at short notice compared to 
domestic manufacturers. The majority of firms felt that New Zealand was unlikely to 
ever be a sensible place to base bulk manufacturing, but that it was important that New 
Zealand retain sufficient manufacturing capability to allow product development and 
niche manufacturing to continue in New Zealand. 

 
Management of critical relationships 
 
8. All firms felt that as they grew they needed to place at least some staff offshore in order 

to better manage critical relationships, such as those with cornerstone investors and 
key customers. The majority of larger companies did not feel they needed to shift their 
operations away from New Zealand entirely, but did expect to continue to grow the size 
and number of their offshore operations. 

 
Pressure to co-locate economic activity 
 
9. Firms observed that locating some aspects of their value chain overseas, such as 

distribution, sales and marketing, typically results in increased pressure to co-locate the 
components of the value chain that were initially retained in New Zealand.  

 
10. For example, companies saw benefits from placing their Research and Development 

(R&D) activities closer to their manufacturing activity and to their large markets. This 
helped to better manage the role out of new products and to ensure a better 
understanding by R&D staff of their customers needs. 

 
11. This theme, if substantiated may be significant for the government in formulating 

policies to support internationally focused New Zealand businesses. For example, it 
would suggest that a business design model that has New Zealand firms retaining 
“value added” functions such as R&D in New Zealand, while moving other business 
functions offshore, may not be as viable as has been commonly assumed. We will 
provide further advice on this conclusion. It is likely to require further research. 

Recommended Action 

We recommend that you: 
 

a. note the contents of this report. 
 
 
 
 
Steve Rylands 
Principal Advisor - International 
for Secretary to the Treasury 
 
 

Hon Dr Michael Cullen 
Minister of Finance 


